The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 1837
Levi Garrison becomes a public enemy first!

Xu Zhengjie’s terrible experiment is about to be completed!

The daughter and mother were even arrested!

When people are going downhill, all the troubles will follow.

The situation is worse than expected.

Soon, a group of black-clothed and masked masters appeared outside Zoey’s residence.

However, there has long been a master of Tiance Mansion guarding it.

”Who are you?”

Both sides met.
The masters in black ran away immediately.

The Tiance Mansion that received the news is more and more sure that there are overseas forces
taking advantage of the chaos and wanting to attack Levi Garrison’s family.

Levi Garrison is now the enemy of Erudia.

If overseas forces seize Levi Garrison’s weakness, they can use it to coerce Levi Garrison into
overseas.

This is terrible for Erudia.

Levi Garrison is already sixth in the summer list.

What’s more, he is a descendant of the Heretic God, this threat is too great.

Once joining overseas, that is the real disaster for Erudia.

What’s more, a large group of Cthulhu followers are gathering towards him.

If this force overlaps, it would be terrible!

”First, immediately find Levi Garrison’s daughter and mother!”

”Second, be sure to protect Levi Garrison’s other family members! No one can approach!”

…

Tiance Mansion immediately ordered.

Zoey and others were well protected, let alone captured, it was impossible to get close.

But they never expected that this was Levi Garrison’s strategy at all.

Because the person who took the three of Levilia was not someone else but Levi Garrison’s
dispatch.

This was exactly what Levi Garrison had planned at the beginning.

Now Levi Garrison is targeted by Erudia and even several neighboring countries.

For a long time to come, Levi Garrison will be in the stage of fleeing.

Daughters, mothers and wives, he can’t bring them with him.

But their daughter was not around, and Levi Garrison was worried again.

After all, his absence, the safety of relatives cannot be guaranteed.
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The other party will even use these relatives to force him to show up and force him to submit.

Levi Garrison didn’t want to be passive.

So he came up with a perfect solution.

He deliberately sent Levilia back to Zhou’s house, and also let out the news, which caused
concern.

I asked the secret team to arrest Mother and Levilia again, and he still arrested them in a fair
manner.

This is seamless.

First, all Erudia knew that Levilia and his mother were arrested, but there was still no trace.

Secondly, Tiance Mansion and the others would suspect that it was the hands of overseas forces,
and then they would protect the remaining Zoey and others.

In this way, the few people Levi Garrison cared about were all safe.

Levi Garrison solved the safety of his relatives with a small strategy.

Next, he can do his things wholeheartedly.

Levi Garrison came out with this scheme.

The chain reaction caused is also big.

The followers of Cthulhu all recognized Levi Garrison as the master.

Now the master’s mother and the young master have been arrested.

One by one was frustrated.

These evil demons began to search for the whereabouts of Levilia and Emma all over Erudia.

Tiance Mansion and Erudia Martial Arts Realm are also actively looking for…

and the East Island forces are also confused.

”The person was taken away? Who is so fast? Even us didn’t react?”

They still want to arrest Levilia .

”You said it shouldn’t be the war eagle country?”

someone asked .

Who is Levi Garrison’s number one enemy?

That is the war eagle country!

A few days ago, Levi Garrison’s strength caused the war Eagle Nation to lose all of its people.

The Eagle Nation has been forbearing!

Now that this kind of opportunity arises, it is normal for them to take action.

The leaders of the East Island forces began to be dumbfounded.

”If the forces of the Eagle Nation intervene, it will be troublesome for us! I don’t want to
cooperate with them!”

…

There are many chain reactions of this kind.

It seems that the whole world is going to be chaotic.

But another big event is about to happen…

